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Abstract—Smart manufacturing requires streamlining oper-
ations and optimizing processes at a global and local level.
This paper considers temporal manufacturing processes that
involve physical or virtual inventories of products, parts and
materials that move through a network of subprocesses. The
inventory levels vary with time and are a function of the
configuration settings of the machines involved in the process.
These environments require analysis, e.g., answering what-if
questions, and optimization to determine optimal operating
settings for the entire process. To address this problem,
the paper proposes modular process components that can
represent these manufacturing environments at various levels
of granularity for performing what-if analysis and decision
optimization queries. These components are extensible and
reusable against which optimization and what-if questions
can be posed. Additionally, the paper describes the steps to
translate these complex components and optimization queries
into a formal mathematical programming model, which is then
solved by a commercial optimization solver.

Keywords-smart manufacturing; decision support; decision
guidance; deterministic optimization; decision optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to increased global competition, manufacturing com-
panies look toward ways to reduce their cost and increase
efficiency of operations. To address this need, the NSF
Smart Process Manufacturing Operations and Technology
Roadmap Full Report [1] envisions that “Interoperable
systems will act with and from the data to support modeling
tools and decision support systems that create the right
information to ensure safe, optimum process design and
execution. Operations will be closed-loop, with automatic
sensing of all critical parameters, and will operate under
distributed control, ensuring that all parameters that affect
the business of the enterprise are maintained within control
limits.”. However, the report by the Economist Intelligence
Unit [2] found that “Despite many manufacturers reporting
impressive savings from data analysis, 62% are not sure they
have been able to keep up with the large volumes of data
they collect, and just 50% are sure they can generate useful
insights from it, as it comes from too many sources and in
a variety of formats and speeds.”.

To generate useful insights from large volumes of col-
lected data, there is a greater need for model-based Decision
Support Systems (DSS) involving what-if analysis and op-
timization while taking into account sustainability metrics.

As noted in [3], model-based decision support in manufac-
turing face challenges such as domain and computational
integration issues, taking into account the autonomy of the
decision-making entities in face of information asymmetry,
modeling the preferences of the decision makers, and effi-
ciently determining robust solutions.

There has been extensive research of model-based DSS of
manufacturing and supply chain processes. The approaches
for building model-based DSS for what-if analysis and
optimization can be broadly classified into three categories:
(1) customized domain-specific solutions for optimization
of manufacturing processes, (2) simulation-based systems,
and (3) optimization solvers and modeling languages based
on mathematical programming (MP) and constraint pro-
gramming (CP). Customized domain-specific optimization
solutions, e.g., [4], [5], [6], are easy to use for the end users
and amenable to integration with a graphical-user interface.
However, they are designed for specific limited settings
of manufacturing processes and may not be extensible.
Simulation-based systems, e.g., [7], [8], are extensible and
reusable, but their solutions are significantly inferior to the
optimization solutions and also computationally expensive.
Optimization solvers and modeling languages based on
MP/CP, e.g., [9], [10], are efficient in providing near-optimal
results but they are more difficult to model, modify, and
reuse [11]. These models may also require an OR expert to
model the problem. Process optimization application, e.g.,
[12], [13], provide optimization models to solve specific
manufacturing problems, but it is difficult to reuse, extend,
and modify these models since this approach uses a low level
of abstraction of the problem. The related work is described
in greater detail in Section II.

This paper focuses on addressing the outlined technical
limitation in the context of manufacturing process typical
in discrete manufacturing. Here, we focus on processes
that involve physical or virtual inventories of products,
parts and materials that are used to anticipate uncertainties
on supply or throughputs. These inventories are called
work-in-progress inventories. Over time, the state of the
inventories and processes changes until completion. We
use the term Buffered Temporal Flow Processes (BTFP)
to describe them. The terms BTF processes and BTFP are
used interchangeably in this paper. According to the product
process matrix [14], a process structure may be classified
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into jumbled flow processes, disconnected line flow or batch
processes, connected line flow or assembly processes, and
continuous flow processes. The BTFP formalism presented
in this paper can be used to model connected line flow
or assembly processes that involve inventories whose state
varies at discrete time intervals. Such processes can be
found in many different areas of manufacturing and supply
chain. A particularly important BTF process is in the area
of discrete manufacturing such as in automotive assembly
floor, furniture assembly line, smartphone manufacturing,
and aircraft assembly line.

For such a process, a process engineer may want to per-
form a variety of what-if analysis and optimization tasks. As
an example of a what-if analysis question, a process engineer
may ask: given a particular planned process throughput,
and load-distribution among the processes, if one of the
processes has to stop working or the speed of a highly
energy efficient process has to be increased, what would
be production output, work-in-progress inventories, for each
time interval over the time horizon, as well as overall
manufacturing key performance indicators (KPIs) such as
cost, efficiency and carbon emissions? Or, as an optimization
question, a process engineer may ask: given the process
design (which includes the flow of work pieces through
various stages of processing), which processes should be
on and off, and how to set-up controls of every operational
process, and distribute load among the processes, as to
minimize the total production cost, while satisfying the
demand for every time interval over a planning horizon,
and within a limitation on the capacity of work-in-progress
inventories? Given the diversity of manufacturing processes,
it is highly desirable to have a system that allows the flexible
specification of manufacturing processes, and is able to
answer declarative analysis and optimization queries to end
users.

To support what-if analysis and optimization of BTF
processes, there is a need to accurately model systems and
processes. These models need to capture (a) metrics of
processes (such as cost, energy consumption, and emission)
as a function of control variables, (b) process routing that
describes the flow of materials thorough the manufacturing
floor, and (c) work-in-progress for inventories. In BTF pro-
cesses, this needs to be modeled over a temporal sequence
and include stochasticity of throughput and supply.

In order to enable a process engineer to model BTF
processes and perform what-if analysis and optimization
on them, in this paper, we propose a mathematical model
that encapsulates the atomic process or the manufacturing
floor as a whole. We call such models base BTF process
and composite BTF process, respectively. We argue that
these BTF processes can be used for modular composition
of BTFP-like manufacturing floors to enable efficient for-
mulation and solution of what-if analysis and optimization
problems. More specifically, the contributions of this paper

are:
• A formal BTFP framework, including syntax and se-

mantics of the base and hierarchically composed pro-
cesses, metrics, feasibility and optimality. The com-
posed BTFP processes would naturally allow a process
engineer to store and reuse process definition models
in a process model repository.

• A graphical notation for hierarchical composition of
BTF processes, which is easy to use by production engi-
neers and can be automatically translated to the formal
BTFP representation and show it on a manufacturing
process example.

• Implementation of BTFP optimization by developing
an MILP model using OPL.

Please note that this paper only provides the formulation for
deterministic BTFP optimization. For the stochastic variant,
we direct the reader to [15].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work and III gives a motivating example
for the BTF processes along with its graphical notation.
Section IV formally defines base and composite BTF pro-
cess. Section V provides the syntax and semantics for the
BTFP optimization and shows the formulation and solution
of BTFP optimization on a simple example. Section VI
shows the implementation of BTFP optimization in OPL
and, finally, section VII concludes and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The related approaches for building model-based DSS for
what-if analysis and optimization is examined in greater
detail in this section. As outlined in the previous section, this
related work can be broadly classified into three categories:
(1) customized domain-specific solutions for optimization
of manufacturing processes, (2) simulation-based systems,
and (3) optimization solvers and modeling languages based
on MP/CP. Customized domain-specific solutions for BTF
processes are designed for specific, limited setting of a man-
ufacturing process, and would typically provide a graphical
user interface that is easy to use by end users. Examples
include [4], [5], [6]. The implementation of domain specific
solutions may use optimization tools based on mathematical
programming, and integrate them with other systems such as
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). However, while these
solutions may be both efficient (in terms of optimality of
results and computational time), they are (1) typically not
extensible to additional aspects of processes and metrics, and
(2) perform a “silo” optimization, which would not achieve
optimality if an extended underlying system needs to be
optimized.

Simulation-based systems allow to accurately model a
system and its inner workings. They are usually object-
oriented, modular, extensible, and reusable. Furthermore,
many simulation tools provide an easy-to-use graphical
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user interface. Tools like SIMULINK [7] and Modelica-
based ones [8] allow users to model complex systems
in mechanical, hydraulic, thermal, control, and electrical
power. However, simulation-based optimization is signifi-
cantly inferior to optimization solutions based on MP/CP in
terms of optimality of results and computational complexity.
This is because simulation-based optimization amounts to a
heuristically-guided trial and error search, which does not
utilize the mathematical structure of the underlying problem
the way MP/CP methods do.

Optimization solvers and modeling languages based on
MP and CP are often the technology of choice, when opti-
mality and computational complexity are the priority. Many
classes of MP, such as linear programming (LP), mixed
integer linear programming (MILP), and non-linear pro-
gramming (NLP), have been very successful in solving real-
world large-scale optimization problems. CP, on the other
hand, has been broadly used for combinatorial optimization
problems like scheduling and planning. To use these tools,
one would have to use an algebraic modeling language such
as AMPL [9], OPL [10], or GAMS [16]. However, MP and
CP modeling present a significant challenge for engineers
and business analysts. It requires an OR expert to model a
problem and express it in an algebraic modeling language
like the ones mentioned. Additionally, these formal models
are typically difficult to modify, extend, or reuse. This is
comparable to “spaghetti” code versus an object-oriented
approach.

Significant research as also been conducted on manufac-
turing process optimization. One such approach describes
how to build models for real-world scenarios and solve
optimization problems on these models based on MILP
[17]. In [18], the authors propose an optimization approach
based on the ordinal optimization technique and particle
swarm optimization to find the operational variables while
minimizing cost. The research in [19] studies simultaneous
optimization of workload and buffer allocations. The work
in [12] and [13] discusses optimization for water bottle
and mold manufacturing processes respectively. Addition-
ally, there has been extensive research on analysis and
optimization of BTFP-like processes (e.g., see [20], [19],
[21] for overview). Although process optimization has been
widely researched, unlike our approach, these techniques do
not generate solutions for general, composable BTFP. Also,
these techniques are either hardwired to a specific problem
or they provide models with a low level of abstraction that
cannot be reused or modified easily by the process engineer.
To further motivate the need for a general, composable BTFP
framework, an example BTF process is given in the next
section.

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This section introduces an example BTFP problem to de-
scribe the challenges motivating modeling and optimization

Figure 1. A graphical notation for the bookshelf manufacturing floor

of such manufacturing processes. The example consists of
a simplified bookshelf packaging and assembly system. A
graphical notation of its process interaction is shown in
Figure 1. The processes, shown as rectangular boxes, are
interleaved with buffers used to store and/or distribute the
items produced by one process to another. Raw materials
for the bookshelf manufacturing floor consist of plywood
logs and accessories such as nails, screws, and rollers. The
plywood goes first through two sanding processes where the
plywood logs entering the floor are sanded to smoothen the
wood. Next, the left plank, right plank and the shelves are
cut. This stage involves the wood first undergoing the rough
cutting of appropriate size from the log of plywood, precise
cutting of the edges, and sanding of the edges. After this,
the left plank, right plank and shelves are painted and dried.
After the drying is complete, a finishing touch is given to
the left plank, right plank, and the shelves. This involves
drilling holes and cleaning the respective pieces of wood so
that they are ready for use. In parallel, the accessories are
gathered. Then, the finished left plank, right plank, shelves
and the accessories are either packaged in a box to be sent
to a warehouse or they are assembled into a bookshelf to be
put on display.

A system could include controllable and non-controllable
parameters from all the processes. For instance, a control-
lable parameter could be the speed of the sanding process. A
processes outputs parts to be used by a succeeding process,
which may not be able to immediately work on these parts.
Hence, all processes are connected by physical buffers that
can hold parts until the succeeding process(es) are ready
to take these parts as input. These buffers are constrained
by their capacity. Also, there may be multiple processes
working at different speeds and efficiencies, at the same
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stage of production. Finally, the flow of items between the
processes and buffers is bounded by the number of items
that the process can handle and/or by the number of items
that can be stored in the buffers.

The book-shelf manufacturing floor may require optimiza-
tion to be performed in order to maximize the number of
bookshelves packaged or minimize the energy consumed. In
addition, some types of what-if analysis queries can also be
performed in order to know what will be the increase in the
energy consumption of the Sanding process if the speed of
the process is increased by 15%? These kinds of queries
require a composable, easy-to-use, and closed mathematical
model that can easily be used in an optimization problem.
The next two sections give details of such a mathematical
model and explain how one could pose an optimization
problem on top of such a model.

IV. BTFP FORMALISM

In BTFP, the state of the inventories and the process
changes until process completion. BTF processes can be
used to model either atomic process (see Sanding1 process
in Figure 1) or to model the entire manufacturing floor (like
the whole bookshelf process shown in Figure 1). To do this,
BTF processes need to capture the variables, constraints and
metrics that capture the workings of the atomic processes
and the manufacturing floor on a temporal sequence over
the time horizon. We assume without loss of generality that
∆t = 1. A time interval (also known as a period) is denoted
by pi+1 = (ti, ti+1). In this section, we will provide the
mathematical instance (syntax) of these BTF processes, i.e.,
we explain the variables, metrics and constraints contained
in these processes.

The BTF process that captures the working of an atomic
process is called base BTF process (see Sanding1 process
in Figure 1). More formally, a base BTF process is defined
as:

Definition 1: A base BTF process is a tuple of bp =
(I, out, capacity, inputPerOutput, throughputControl, ac-
cumAmt, leftOver, M) where:

1) I is the set of input flows to the base BTF process.
E.g., I for Sanding1 is the flow (arrow) from a1 to
Sanding1.

2) out is the output flow from the base BTF process. E.g.,
out for Sanding1 is the flow (arrow) from Sanding1
to a2.

3) capacity ∈ R+, which is the maximum throughput at
all time points. E.g., capacity = 23.12 for Sanding1.

4) inputPerOutput : I → Z+, i.e., inputPerOutput(i)
gives the quantity of input i required per output
produced at each time point t ∈ T, where T =
{1, 2, . . . , n}. E.g., inputPerOutput(from aA) =
4, i.e., Packaging process (in Figure 1) requires 4
input shelves (from input flow from aA) for each
packaged book shelf output

5) throughputControl : T → R+, i.e., throughputCon-
trol(t) gives throughput of the process at time point t.
E.g., throughputControl(2) = 2.85 for Sanding1.

6) accumAmt : T → R+, i.e., accumAmt(t) gives the
amount of items accumulated in the process at time
point t. E.g., accumAmt(2) = 3.12 for Sanding1.

7) leftOver : T → R+, i.e., leftOver(t) gives the
quantity of items left over in the process at time point
t. E.g., leftOver(2) = 0.5 for Sanding1.

8) M : T×R+ → D1× · · ·×Dk, i.e., M gives the met-
rics M1(t,X) through Mk(t,X) from their domains
D1 through Dk, where X is the throughputControl
variable at time point t ∈ T. E.g., D1 =
[0,∞) for cost, D2 = [0,∞) for power, and
M(2, 2.85) = (110.0, 2.3) meaning that for t = 2
and throughputControl = 2.85, the cost is $110.0
and the power required is 2.3 kW.

We say that a base BTF process is feasible if it satisfies the
following constraints:

1) capacityConstraint :
∀

t∈T
throughputControl[t] ≤ capacity

2) accumAmtConstraint : ∀
t∈T

accumAmt[t] =

leftOver[t− 1] + throughputControl[t]
3) outputQtyConstraint :

∀
t∈T

periodQtyout[t] = ⌊accumAmt[t]⌋
4) leftOverConstraint :

∀
t∈T

leftOver[t] = accumAmt[t]− periodQtyout[t]

5) inputQtyConstraint : ∀
t∈T

∀
in∈I

periodQtyin[t] =

periodQtyout[t]× inputPerOutput[in]
Each base BTF process contains a set of input flows (I)

that bring in the input items and one output flow (out)
that takes out the produced items. The throughputControl
signifies the speed of the base process and is a controllable
variable. The capacity variable is the maximum speed
possible for the base process or may be constrained by some
sustainability metric. The other variables from Definition
1 are self-explanatory. Each base BTF process contains a
set of metrics (M) that could include the cost, energy
consumption, water usage, waste disposal etc. The metrics
could be used as an indicator by the process operator to
check how good or bad the process is performing. These
metrics might be used as a monitoring, analysis or planning
indicators. Although these metrics serve as a good local
indicator of performance, they may also be added to the
other metrics of the composite process to provide a global
performance indicator of the manufacturing floor.

Each base BTF process contains a number of constraints
that capture the actual constraints of the process as shown in
Definition 1. The speed of the base process is constrained
by the maximum speed that this process can be operated
at as shown in the first constraint. The number of items
accumulated in the process at each time period is the sum
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of any left over items from the previous time periods and
the number of items produced during the current time period
(throughputControl) as shown in the second constraint.
The number of items produced by the process for a time
period is the minimum amount of “finished” items that the
output flow can carry as shown in the third constraint. The
number of items left over at a time period is the difference
between the number of items accumulated in the process
so far and the number of items that left the process via
the output flow as shown in the fourth constraint. The
number of items the process requires at its input is the
number of output items that need to be produced times
the number of particular input required per output produced
(inputPerOutput) as shown in the fifth constraint.

The BTF process that captures the working of the entire
manufacturing floor or a part of it is called composite BTF
process. The composite BTF process can contain other com-
posite processes and/or base processes (collectively called as
processes). Additionally, the composite BTF process may
also contain aggregators and flows. The aggregators here
may be the input quantity aggregator (IQA) that distributes
the inputs of the composite BTF process among sub pro-
cesses (see a1 in Figure 1) or inventory aggregator (IA) that
stores and distributes the items from one set of sub processes
to other (see a2 in Figure 1) or input quantity aggregator
(OQA) that collect the items from multiple sub processes
and dispenses it out of the composite BTF process (see aD
in Figure 1). The flows is called item flows (IF ) that act as
an interface between the sub processes and aggregators of
the composite BTF process. More formally, the IQA, IA,
OQA, IF , and composite BTF process can be defined as in
Definitions 2 - 6 respectively.

Definition 2: The aggregator, IQA is a tuple of iqa =
(
−→
I1,

−→
O1,

−−−−−−−−−−−→
outAllocRatio1,

−−−−−−−−−−→
totalTPAlloc1) where:

1)
−→
I1 = {Ii ⊆ IF : set of input flows of IQA i|i ∈
IQA}. E.g., Ia1 is the flow (arrow) to a1.

2)
−→
O1 = {Oi ⊆ IF : set of output flows of IQA
i|i ∈ IQA}. E.g., Oa1 is the flow (arrow) from a1
to Sanding1 and Sanding2.

3)
−−−−−−−−−−−→
outAllocRatio1 = {outAllocRatioi : Oi → R+|i ∈
IQA}, i.e., for IQA i, outAllocRatioi(out) gives the
portion of totalTPAlloci to be allocated to output
out. E.g., outAllocRatioa1(toSanding1) = 0.4 and
outAllocRatioa1(toSanding2) = 0.6.

4)
−−−−−−−−−−→
totalTPAlloc1 = {totalTPAlloci : T → Z+|i ∈
IQA}, i.e., totalTPAlloci(t) is the sum of the allo-
cation of inputs of IQA i at time point t ∈ T, where
T = {1, 2, . . . , n}. E.g., totalTPAlloca1(2) = 15.

We say that an IQA is feasible if it satisfies the following
constraints:

1) totalAllocConstraint :
∀

i∈IQA
∀

t∈T
totalTPAlloci[t] =

!

in∈Ii

tpAllocin[t]

2) outputAllocConstraint :
∀

i∈IQA
∀

t∈T
∀

out∈Oi

tpAllocout[t] =

outAllocRatioi[out]× totalTPAlloci[t]
3) inputQtyConstraint : ∀

i∈IQA
∀

t∈T"
!

in∈Ii

periodQtyin[t] =
!

out∈Oi

periodQtyout[t]

#

The mathematical representation of an IQA is described
in Definition 2. The IQA takes all the items entering via
its input flow (

−→
I1) and distributes them among all its output

flows (
−→
O1). At each time point, the total allocation of the

inputs of the IQA is the sum of allocations on all its inputs
as shown in the first constraint. At each time point, the
output allocation on each output of the IQA is the product
of the ratio allocated to that output and the total allocation
of the inputs as shown in the second constraint. Because
the IQA does not have storage, all incoming items into the
IQA need to be distributed among processes. Hence, at each
time period, the number of outputs coming out of the IQA
should be the same as the number of inputs coming into the
IQA as shown in the third constraint.

Definition 3: The aggregator, IA is a tuple of ia = (
−→
I2,−→

O2,
−−−−−→
capacity,

−−−−−→
initInv,

−−−−−−−−−−→
inAllocRatio2,

−−−−−−−−−−−→
outAllocRatio2,−−−−→

invQty,
−−−−−→
totalQty) where:

1)
−→
I2 = {Ii ⊆ IF : set of input flows of IA i|i ∈ IA}.
E.g., Ia2 is the flow (arrow) from Sanding1 and
Sanding2 to a2.

2)
−→
O2 = {Oi ⊆ IF : set of output flows of IA i|i ∈ IA}.
E.g., Oa2 is the flow (arrow) from a2 to Cutting1
and Cutting2.

3)
−−−−−→
capacity = {capacityi : ∈ Z+|i ∈ IA}, which is the
maximum number of items allowed in IA i at all time
points. E.g., capacitya2 = 30.

4)
−−−−−→
initInv = {initInvi ∈ Z+|i ∈ IA}, which is the
initial number of items present in IA i. E.g., initInva2
= 1.

5)
−−−−−−−−−−→
inAllocRatio2 = {inAllocRatioi : Ii → R+|i ∈
IA}, i.e., inAllocRatioi(in) gives the portion of
remaining space of IA i to be allocated to input in.
E.g., inAllocRatioa2(fromSanding1) = 0.45 and
inAllocRatioa2(fromSanding2) = 0.55.

6)
−−−−−−−−−−−→
outAllocRatio2 = {outAllocRatioi : Oi →
R+|i ∈ IA}, i.e., outAllocRatioi(out) gives the
portion of items of IA i to be allocated to out-
put out. E.g., outAllocRatioa2(toCutting1) =
0.3, outAllocRatioa2(toCutting2) = 0.3, and
outAllocRatioa2(toCutting3) = 0.4.

7)
−−−−→
invQty = {invQtyi : T → Z+|i ∈ IA}, i.e.,
invQtyi(t) is the number of items in IA i at time point
t ∈ T, where T = {1, 2, . . . , n}. E.g., invQtya2(2) =
12.

8)
−−−−−→
totalQty = {totalQtyi ∈ Z+|i ∈ IA}, which is the
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actual maximum number items stored in IA i across
all time points. E.g., totalQtya2 = 20.

We say that an IA is feasible if it satisfies the following
constraints:

1) initInvConstraint : ∀
i∈IA

invQtyi[0] = initInvi

2) capacityConstraint : ∀
i∈IA

totalQtyi ≤ capacityi

3) invQtyConstraint :
∀

i∈IA
∀

t∈T
invQtyi[t] = invQtyi[t− 1] +
!

in∈Ii

periodQtyin[t]−
!

out∈Oi

periodQtyout[t]

4) inputAllocConstraint :
∀

i∈IA
∀

t∈T
∀

in∈Ii
tpAllocin[t] = inAllocRatioi[in]×

(totalQtyi − invQtyi[t])
5) outputAllocConstraint :

∀
i∈IA

∀
t∈T

∀
out∈Oi

tpAllocout[t] =

outAllocRatioi[out]× invQtyi[t]

The mathematical representation of an IA is described in
Definition 3. The IA stores and distributes items coming
in from processes via its input flows (

−→
I2) and going out

to processes via its output flows (
−→
O2). The IA may not

require to use its space entirely because either the inputs
are flowing slowly, there is a high demand on the output
flows, or the demand is low. Hence the total space used
during the time the IA is active is captured by the

−−−−−→
totalQty

variable. Initially, the number of items in the IA is set via
the initInv variable as shown in the first constraint. As the
IA performs storage and distribution, the total number of
items is upper bounded by the physical capacity of the IA
as shown in the second constraint. At each time point, the
number of items in the IA is the sum of the items remaining
from the previous time intervals and the items that came in
via the input flows but not the items that were dispensed via
its output flows as shown in the third constraint. At each
time point, the number of items that the IA accepts from an
input flow is the product of the ratio allocated to that input
and the space remaining in the IA as shown in the fourth
constraint. At each time point, the number of items that the
IA dispenses via an output flow is the product of the ratio
allocated to that output and the number of items in the IA
as shown in the fifth constraint.

Definition 4: The aggregator, OQA is a tuple of oqa =
(
−→
I3,

−→
O3,

−−−−−−−−−−→
inAllocRatio3,

−−−−−−−−−−→
totalTPAlloc3) where:

1)
−→
I3 = {Ii ⊆ IF : set of input flows of OQA |i ∈
OQA}. E.g., IaD is the flow (arrow) from Assembly1
and Assembly2 to aD.

2)
−→
O3 = {Oi ⊆ IF : set of output flows of OQA |i ∈
OQA}. E.g., OaD is the flow (arrow) from aD.

3)
−−−−−−−−−−→
inAllocRatio3 = {inAllocRatioi : Ii → R+|i ∈
OQA}, i.e., for OQA i, inAllocRatioi(in) gives the
portion of totalTPAlloci to be allocated to input in.
E.g., inAllocRatioaD(fromAssembly1) = 0.5 and

inAllocRatioaD(fromAssembly2) = 0.5.
4)
−−−−−−−−−−→
totalTPAlloc3 = {totalTPAlloci : T → Z+|i ∈
OQA}, i.e., totalTPAlloci(t) is the sum of the allo-
cation of outputs of OQA i at time point t ∈ T, where
T = {1, 2, . . . , n}. E.g., totalTPAllocaD(2) = 1.

We say that an OQA is feasible if it satisfies the following
constraints:

1) totalAllocConstraint :
∀

i∈OQA
∀

t∈T
totalTPAlloci[t] =

!

out∈Ol

tpAllocout[t]

2) inputAllocConstraint :
∀

i∈OQA
∀

t∈T
∀

in∈Ii
tpAllocin[t] =

inAllocRatioi[in]× totalTPAlloci[t]
3) outputQtyConstraint : ∀

i∈OQA
∀

t∈T"
!

out∈Oi

periodQtyout[t] =
!

in∈Ii

periodQtyin[t]

#

The mathematical representation of an OQA is described
in Definition 4. The OQA collects items entering via its
input flow (

−→
I3) and dispenses them via output flows (

−→
O3).

It is obvious that the OQA is symmetrical to the IQA.
Hence, the three constraints discussed in Definition 4 are
also symmetrical to the constraints of the IQA discussed in
Definition 2.

Definition 5: The flows, IF is a tuple of if = (
−−−−→
tpAlloc,−−−−−−−→

periodQty) where:
1)
−−−−→
tpAlloc = {tpAlloci : T → Z+|i ∈ IF}, i.e.,
tpAlloci(t) is the maximum quantity of items al-
lowed in item flow i at time point t ∈ T, where
T = {1, 2, . . . , n}. E.g., tpAllocfromSanding1(2) = 4.

2)
−−−−−−−→
periodQty = {periodQtyi : T → Z+|i ∈ IF}, i.e.,
periodQtyi(t) is the quantity of items in item flow i at
time point t ∈ T. E.g., periodQtyfromSanding1(2) =
3.

We say that an IF is feasible if it satisfies the following
constraint:

1) qtyConstraint :
∀

i∈IF
∀

t∈T
periodQtyi[t] ≤ tpAlloci[t− 1]

The mathematical representation of an IF is described
in Definition 5. The IF acts as an interface between
the sub processes and aggregators of the composite BTF
process. Each IF contains one constraint, which is the
number of items that the flow can carry at each time period
(periodQty) is the upper bounded by the amount of items
that the aggregators can accept at each time period (tpAlloc).

Using the definitions for the base BTF process, aggre-
gators, and flows, it is easy to model a composite BTF
process. A composite BTF process may contain one or more
base processes (e.g., Sanding1, Sanding2 etc. in Figure 1),
aggregators (e.g., a1, a2 etc. in Figure 1), and flows (e.g.,
flows (arrows) in Figure 1). The metrics of the composite
BTF process can serve as a global performance indicator
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of a manufacturing floor. One of these metrics can be used
as the objective in the optimization problem. Examples of
such objectives include minimization of cost, maximization
of some utility etc. A composite process may also contain
other composite processes. More generally, a BTF process
is defined formally as shown below.

Definition 6: Recursively, a BTF process p is defined as
either:

1) A base BTF process (see Definition 1), or
2) A composite BTF process, defined as a tuple of cp =

(I, O, SP, IQA, IA, OQA, IF , M) where:
a) I ⊆ IF : set of input flows to the composite BTF

process
b) O ⊆ IF : set of output flows from the composite

BTF process
c) SP : set of sub processes, each is recursively, a

BTF process
d) IQA: set of all IQAs (see Definition 2)
e) IA: set of all IAs (see Definition 3)
f) OQA: set of all OQAs (see Definition 4)
g) IF : set of all IFs (see Definition 5)
h) M : T × R+ → D1 × · · · × Dk, i.e, M

gives the metrics M1(t,X) through Mk(t,X)
from their domains D1 through Dk, where X
is the sum of the corresponding metrics among
all sub processes at time point t ∈ T, where
T = {1, 2, . . . , n}

We say that process p is feasible:
1) If p is a base BTF process (case 1), it is a feasible

base BTF process
2) If p is a composite BTF process (case 2), p is feasible

if:
a) All sub processes in SP are feasible, and
b) All IQAs in IQA are feasible, and
c) All IAs in IA are feasible, and
d) All OQAs in OQA are feasible, and
e) All IFs in IF are feasible.

V. BTFP OPTIMIZATION

It is now possible to use the BTF process defined in
the previous section in an optimization problem. A process
engineer may want to pose optimization or what-if analysis
questions against the BTF process to get actionable recom-
mendations from the composed model. In this sections, we
provide the syntax and semantics of such an optimization
problem on a BTF process. Additionally, we also use a
smaller version of the motivating example to show how an
optimization problem can be posed against a BTF process.

More formally, the syntax of an optimization problem on
the BTFP is given as:

Definition 7: A BTFP optimization problem is a tuple of
(min/max, variableBTFP, objective, additionalConstraints)
where:

• min/max is a flag to indicate whether minimum or
maximum value of the objective is requested.

• variableBTFP is a BTF process where:
– parameter variables are recursively instantiated

with constants, i.e, variables 1 through 4 in all base
BTF processes (Definition 1), variables 1 through
3 in all IQAs (Definition 2), variables 1 through
6 in all IAs (Definition 3), variables 1 through
3 in all OQAs (Definition 4), and variables a, b
in all composite BTF processes (Definition 6) are
initialized with constants.

– some controllable variables are annotated as de-
cision variables using the character “?”. E.g.,
throughputControl (variable 5 in Definition 1)
is annotated with ?.

– other variables that are computed using the con-
straints are recursively annotated as expressions
using the character “=”, i.e, variables 6, 7 in all
base BTF processes (Definition 1), variable 4 in
all IQAs (Definition 2), variables 7, 8 in all IAs
(Definition 3), variable 4 in all OQAs (Definition
4), variables 1, 2 in all IFs (Definition 5), and
variables a, b in all composite BTF processes
(Definition 6) are annotated with =.

• objective is a metric or a combination of metrics from
M that needs to be minimized or maximized

• additionalConstraints are optional additional set of
constraints imposed on the metrics from M

The result (semantics) of the BTFP optimization is a BTF
process p such that:

• if there does not exist a feasible BTFP instance of
variableBTFP , then variableBTFP is copied into
p without any changes and we say that the optimization
is infeasible

• if there exists feasible BTFP instance(s) of
variableBTFP , then the decision variables and
expressions in p are instantiated to values that gave
the min/max objective value among the instance(s)
and we say that the optimization is optimal.

We now consider an example BTF process to show
how an optimization problem can be posed against it.
Due to lack of space, a smaller version of the motivating
example (discussed in Section III) called sandCut is used
here. A superior example of BTF process was discussed
in [22]. The parameter variables of a composite sandCut
BTF process will be initialized and the optimization problem
will try to find feasible speeds of the individual processes
(throughputControl) so as to minimize the totalCost met-
ric such that all the constraints of the sandCut process are
satisfied.

Consider the example in Figure 2, which is a smaller
version of the bookshelf example described in Figure 1.
In this example, a part of the plywood goes to the sand1
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Figure 2. A graphical notation for the sandCut BTF process

Table I
OVERVIEW OF INPUT VARIABLE INITIALIZATION FOR BASE BTF

PROCESS

VariableName Sand1Value Sand2Value Cut1Value Cut2Value
I {toSand1} {toSand2} {toCut1} {toCut2}
O {fromSand1} {fromSand2} {fromCut1} {fromCut2}
throughputControl ? ? ? ?
capacity 50 40 40 50
inputPerOutput toSand1:1 toSand2:1 toCut1:1 toCut2:1

process and the remaining goes to the sand2 process. The
sanded plywood is then buffered and redistributed among
the cut1 and cut2 processes. The sanded plywood is cut in
these processes and finally, the cut plywood is collected and
provided as output from the sandCut manufacturing floor. In
this example we will assume that there are 5 time points in
the time horizon, i.e., T = {1, . . . , 5}

The initialization of the inputs for each base BTF process
(see Definition 1) are shown in Table I. The input of the

Table II
OVERVIEW OF INPUT VARIABLE INITIALIZATION FOR IA A2

VariableName a2 value
I {fromSand1, fromSand2}
O {toCut1, toCut2}

initInv 0
capacity 80

inAllocRatio fromSand1: 0.5, fromSand2: 0.5
outAllocRatio toCut1: 0.4, toCut2: 0.6

Table III
OVERVIEW OF INPUT VARIABLE INITIALIZATION FOR IQA A1

VariableName a1 value
I {plywood in}
O {toSand1, toSand2}

outAllocRatio toSand1:0.5, toSand2:0.5

Table IV
OVERVIEW OF INPUT VARIABLE INITIALIZATION FOR OQA A3

VariableName a3 value
I {fromCut1, fromCut2}
O {cutwood out}

inAllocRatio fromCut1:0.4, fromCut2:0.6

sand1 process is the IF coming from a1 and the output
is the the IF going to a2. The throughputControl or the
speed of the sand1 process is a controllable process settings
that is the decision variables in the optimization problem
and hence it is annotated with “?”. The capacity for sand1
process is set to 50 and finally inputPerOutput is set so
that for each sanded plywood produced by sand1 process,
one plywood would be required. Other prcoess variables are
initialized similarly.

Table II gives the variable initialization of the inputs for
the IA a2. The input and output is a set of IF ids of the
sand and the cut processes respectively. There are 0 items
initially in the inventory and a2 is set to have a capacity of
80. Also, the allocation ratios for the input and output are
set to percentage values so that the the proportion of those
amounts can be allocated to the respective input and output
flows. Table III and Table IV gives the variable initialization
of the inputs for the IQA a1 and OQA a3 respectively. These
tables show the input and output flow ids along with the
respective allocation ratios that are also percentage values.
The other variables of the whole sandCut BTF process that
are not mentioned in these tables are the expressions and
they are annotated with “=”.

The metric used in the sanding and cutting processes is
that of real-valued cost metric and is computed as a piece-
wise linear function of the throughputControl decision
variable over the time horizon. We omit the formulation of
the piecewise linear function here. Using the individual cost
metric of each sanding and cutting process, the objective
metric for the whole sandCut BTF process can be given as:
sandCut.cost =

$
t∈T(sand1.cost[t] + sand2.cost[t] +

cut1.cost[t] + cut2.cost[t]).
Using the initialized sandCut BTF process and the cost

objective, we can now formulate the optimization problem.
This optimization problem formulation follows from
Definition 7. The optimization task is to find the process
speed control variables (sand1.throughputControl,
sand2.throughputControl, cut1.throughputControl,
cut2.throughputControl) so as to minimize the
cost of the SandCut BTF process (sandCut.cost)
subject to the the constraints in the SandCut BTF
process (described in Definition 6) being feasible.
Thus, this task can be summarized using the tuple
opt in = (min, sandCut, sandCut.cost). The optimal
output of the problem is given as sandCutOut where
sandCutOut has the exact same structure as the sandCut
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BTF process but with the throughputControl variable and
expressions initialized to values where sandCutOut.cost
is minimum if the result of the optimization is feasible.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF BTFP OPTIMIZATION IN OPL

This section describes the implementation of the optimiza-
tion model for a BTF process to Optimization Programming
Language (OPL) by IBM [10]. OPL is an optimization
software package that solves integer programming and very
large linear programming problems. The optimization results
are then provided as decision guidance to decision makers.
BTF processes are modeled in OPL as a generic module. In
this paper, these generic modules are described with the help
of code-snippets from OPL. Using these generic modules,
it is possible to generate specific models that are linear to
the size of the original manufacturing floor data. This can
be done by using the data files in OPL. We describe the
method of manually initializing such a data file for a specific
manufacturing floor setting so that a process operator can run
an optimization query using the generic module files and the
data file for any BTFP optimization problem formulation

First the time horizon is set. Given the number of periods
(noPeriods), the last time point (lastTP ) is the same as the
number of periods. Except that the time points range from
0 to lastTP and the periods range from 1 to noPeriods as
shown by the following OPL code snippet.

int noPeriods = ...;
int lastTP = noPeriods;
range timeRange = 0..lastTP;
range periodRange = 1..noPeriods;

In order to generalize the composite BTF process, base
BTF process, IF, IA, IQA and OQA, are stored as an array
of their respective ids. The variables of each module are
indexed on their respective ids. If the variables is also
indexed on other units such as time points, then the variable
is stored as a 2D array, first indexed on the respective ids
and then indexed on the units. Further, the variables of the
components whose values are provided as input have the
values of . . . in the implementation. This is to indicate that
OPL will search for the values of these variables in the
data file. The variables of the components whose values are
defined as decision variables are defined as dvar variables in
the implementation. These variables are decision variables
in the optimization problem and will be determined by
OPL while satisfying the constraints and/or optimizing some
numeric value. An example of this strategy is shown via the
code snippet of the IF variable definition in OPL.

{string} IFIds = ...;
dvar int+ IF_tpAlloc

[IFIds][timeRange];
dvar int+ IF_periodQty

[IFIds][periodRange];

The constraints that were described in the BTF process
definition are also encoded in OPL. For instance the en-
coding of the IF constraint is shown here. For all indexes
in the IF component ids and for all periods, this constraint
expression bounds the periodQty value by the respective
tpAlloc value.

forall(id in IFIds){
forall(p in 1..noPeriods){

IF_periodQty[id][p] <=
IF_tpAlloc[id][p-1];

}
}

The other constraints are expressed similarly in OPL.
In order to manually translate a system layout to an OPL

data file that can be run with the OPL model, the following
steps are taken.

1) Convert the system layout to the graphical language
by generating a composite process graph for the man-
ufacturing floor like the one shown in Figure 2 for the
sandCut BTF process example.

2) Divide the composite process graph into one or more
composite process modules

3) For each composite process module, identify the ag-
gregators (IA, IQA, OQA), the base processes (base
BTF process) and then the flows that connect them.

4) Add each IF identified as a unique IF id to the data
file.

5) Provide the inputs and outputs for each of the other
components (IA, IQA, OQA and base BTF process)
as the same ids added as IF ids thus connecting them
manually with each other. Add these components to
the data file.

6) Provide the other interface constants for IA, IQA,OQA
and baseProcess.

7) Perform steps 3-6 for all the composite process mod-
ules identified in #2.

8) Connect the different composite process modules by
using the same IF id as inputs/outputs to these modules

9) Run min/max query on the composed model in OPL.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper considers BTFP problems and maps the enti-
ties of such manufacturing floors using modular components
called BTF processes. A graphical notation is shown to
describe these BTF processes. The paper also presented
a mathematical formulation of the base BTF process and
composite BTF process. The base BTF process contains
variables, constraints and metrics that map it directly onto
a atomic process on the manufacturing floor. The composite
BTF process contains the sub processes, IA, IQA, OQA,
and IF that enable it to capture the variables, constraints
and metrics that map the process to an entire or a part of
the manufacturing floor.
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This paper formally defines the syntax and semantics of an
optimization problem on these BTF processes. We show the
optimization scenario by using an example sandCut BTFP.
We also described the implementation of BTFP optimization
problem in OPL and show how a BTF process can be
formulated as a deterministic MILP problem by manually
converting the processes into a deterministic OPL model and
the associated data file.

We are currently investigating: (a) the incorporation of
real-world constraints like sequence-dependent setup times,
nested time lags etc., (b) developing graphical user interfaces
for optimizing BTF processes with online examples, in-
stances, and code, with a step-by-step tutorial, (c) a library of
the components discussed here for different manufacturing
scenarios, (d) modeling BTFP as a job-scheduling problem
and to use a feedback loop, and (e) developing specialized
algorithms that can utilize preprocessing of stored (and
therefore, static) components to speed up optimization, gen-
eralizing the results in [23].
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